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ABSTRACT Data on the molecular and genetic basis of animal development, and on genome
sequences, have been challenging our established assumptions about animal evolution for the
last decade. Recent such data in animals of particular phylogenetic importance beg us to take
another look at whether similarities in developmental and genetic mechanisms in current animals
are the product of a common inheritance (homology) or convergent evolution (analogy). The
evolution of segmentation, in particular whether segmentation and metameric bodies have arisen
just once or several times in evolution, is a prime concern. Segmentation and metamerism are
striking developmental and body organisations that exist, in varying degrees, in many complex
animals, but the traditional view holds that this is the result of convergent evolution. Here, I review
recent palenotological and developmental information and conclude that a metameric body plan
is not only a likely ancestral character of bilaterian animals, but also a possible trigger for the
Cambrian explosion in body morphology and complexity. This conclusion is supported by the
phylogenetic distribution and prevalence of metameric phyla in the Cambrian, and the similarity
of the genomes and segmentation mechanisms across current bilaterian phyla.
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Introduction
Segmentation is a striking body organisation that exists, in
varying degrees, in several groups of complex animals. It consists
of the physical division of the body into units, the segments, each
comprising a precise set of repeated, or metameric, organs.
Segmentation and metamerism are not only functional, but also
developmental phenomena, since they are implemented during
early ontogeny by elaborate cellular and molecular processes
that often influence profoundly the rest of development. Thus
segmentation and metamerism have often been discussed in the
contexts of developmental biology and evolution. The classical
view on segmentation, based largely on morphological observations of adult and developing animals, holds that it evolved
independently in annelids, arthropods and our own chordate
phylum (Borradaile et al., 1963, Willmer, 1990, Brusca and
Brusca, 2003). However, here I review emerging data on the
genome sequences and mechanisms of development of animals
of particular phylogenetic importance that invite us to reconsider
the evolution of segmentation. In particular, the issue of whether
segmentation and metameric bodies have arisen just once or
several times during evolution emerges as a central question to
understand the origin and evolution of bilaterian animals; it
impinges on the question of whether the last common bilaterian

ancestor was a complex or a simple animal, and of whether
common features in animal developmental genetics are homologous and inherited from this ancestor, or were independently
evolved in a convergent manner. The use of genetic information
to approach these questions has been followed before, with both
homology (De Robertis, 2008) versus convergence (Erwin and
Davidson, 2002) being proposed as answers. After reviewing
current fossil, genomic and developmental information I conclude
that a metameric body organisation is not only a likely ancestral
character of all bilaterian animals, but also was a possible trigger
for the dramatic increase in body morphology and complexity
commonly referred as the Cambrian explosion.

Metamerism and segmentation
The first problem encountered when discussing segmentation
is a semantic one. Segmentation has an iconic, semi-mystical
status among developmental and evolutionary biologists, and is
often confused with metamerism or the existence of a simple
serial pattern. For this review, I will apply the following definitions:
a) in a serial pattern, a single organ or structure is repeated along
the animal body without further functional or developmental
consequences; b) Metamerism indicates the existence of at least
two sets of such coordinated, serially repeated organs along the
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main axis of the body, and assumes the existence of related
patterning mechanisms; c) Segmentation is the most extreme
example of metameric organisation and entails the metameric
repetition of most organs of the body, such as in some cases the
adult body itself seems formed by repeated physical units, the
segments, composed by one instance of each type of metameric
organ. Segmentation is often linked to specific developmental
properties, such as cell lineage restrictions at segmental borders,
and the ability of segments to behave as ‘developmental fields’,
or units of regulation seemingly able to develop independently of
the rest of the body (French, 1983). This definition of segmentation leads one to consider the individual metameric organs in a
segment no longer as independent entities, because their devel-

opment seems controlled through a hierarchically superior unit,
the segment: the whole (segment) is taken instead of the parts
(organs).
Two important points must be remembered. First, this extreme
definition of the segment may only apply to a minority of existing
species with metameric body organisation (probably only
arthropods and annelids) (Budd, 2001). Second, even though
segmentation is the extant body organisation in some animals, it
is likely that the early stages in the evolution of segmentation
entailed a simpler metameric organisation. This may seem an
obvious statement, but often animals with simple metameric
organisation are considered as simplified, ‘degenerated’ segmented ones, or else, evolutionary dead ends (Berg, 1985). In this
review I take the view, supported by the many
examples of metameric, yet non-segmented
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Fig. 1. Phylogenetic trees showing relationships
between extant phyla. Solid circles, fossil ancestors of each clade; empty circles, hypothetical ones.
(A) Classic phylogenetic tree ca. 1990, with segmented clades highlighted in green. Bilaterian animals are classified in increasing levels of morphological complexity. Extant phyla were thought to arise
mainly around the Cambrian but following long previous evolutionary periods from simpler ancestors. (B)
Modern phylogenetic tree arisen from studies of
DNA sequence similarity. Metameric ancestors and
clades are highlighted in blue. Phyla are placed at the
time of their earliest appearance in the fossil record.
Dotted lines show inferred previous evolutionary
history. Branching points are timed according to
modern calibrated DNA clocks, new fossil information, and cladistic inference (after Valentine et al.,
1999, Peterson et al., 2005). Bilaterian animals appear after the glacial episode ca. 570, quickly split into
three main lineages (Deuterostomes, Ecdysozoans
and Lophotrochozoans) and evolve most of the extant body plans in the Cambrian (the ‘Cambrian explosion’). Note the prevalence of metameric body plans
in the Cambrian.
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take, as opposed to its stasis, out-of-register repetition or disappearance altogether (see text).
Making this distinction between metamerism and segmentation leads me to attribute to metamerism the postulated evolutionary advantages of segmentation, in particular, the availability of
body units that can be repeated in varying numbers along the
body (repetition), where units can follow independent specializations along the body of a given animal (serialization) or in different
animals (specialization) (French, 1983, Akam, 1995, Carroll et al.,
2001). In fact, a loosely metameric organisation is likely to be
initially as plastic and evolutionary useful in this respect as a
totally segmented body.

Phylogeny of metamerism
Recently, our understanding of the phylogenetic relationships
of the major groups of bilaterian animals has changed dramatically (Aguinaldo et al., 1997, de Rosa et al., 1999, Halanych,
2004) but the implications of these changes have not yet permeated all aspects of Biology. The ‘classic’ phylogeny (Fig. 1A)
illustrated a gradualist view, in which animals acquired increasing
levels of body complexity, mostly judged by the existence and
type of coelomic cavities and other morphological features. Plotting the existence of segmented bodies into such a phylogenetic
tree seemed to indicate the independent emergence of segmentation twice, once in Chordates and another in the ‘Articulata’, an
amalgam of arthropods and annelids in which the arthropod
segmentation and body plan were seen as derived from annelid
ones (Borradaile et al., 1963, Willmer, 1990, Budd, 2001, Brusca
and Brusca, 2003). However, the’‘modern’ phylogenetic tree (Fig.
1B) arose from studies of DNA sequences, and splits animals
roughly into three major lineages (Deuterostomia, Lophotrochozoa
and Ecdysozoa) with seemingly few intermediate species, none
with a complex body organisation (Adoutte, 1999, Erwin and
Davidson, 2002). This new tree confronts us with two possibilities:
either the common ancestor of bilaterian animals was very simple,
and the three major lineages separated early on and independently evolved complex morphological characters; or their last
common ancestor was complex and a host of descendant clades
became simplified over time. It is not easy to solve this dilemma
because complex characters shared by animals in each of the
three main branches appear as discontinuities, and the judgement on what is homologous, or inherited from a common ancestor, and what is analogous, or independently evolved, is unclear
and sometimes still seems to follow the assumptions of the
‘classic’, gradualist phylogenetic scheme (Brusca and Brusca,
2003). Thus, characters that follow this gradualist progression are
often deemed ancestral, and characters that do not, convergent,
regardless of their new phylogenetic distribution. Examples are
eyes, coelom, metamerism, and nervous system organisation. In
the old phylogeny, eyes appeared up to 12 times as seemingly
unconnected, independent events, and thus the evolution of eyes
was seen as convergent. However, the organisation of the nervous system was seen to gradually accrete from a diffuse neural
network into centralised nervous systems once in the phylogeny,
so a condensed CNS was deemed as ancestral. These two
characters (eyes and condensed CNS) are still viewed as convergent and ancestral respectively when in fact, in view of the new
phylogeny, they both arise apparently independently several

times in both the deuterostome and protostome lineages (Lowe et
al., 2003, Arendt, 2005, Lowe et al., 2006, Denes et al., 2007) and
so both should be regarded equally as convergent. The coelomic
cavities themselves, which are seen in the new phylogeny to have
arise and disappeared independently several times, are still
sometimes considered ancestral (Budd, 2001). We simply lack
enough morphological information, fossil or otherwise, on the
ontogeny and phylogeny of gain and loss of complex body
structures and we must tackle this issue anew with the help of
phylogenetic and developmental information. This approach must
also be applied to study the ancestry of metamerism.
The deep evolutionary distance between arthropods, annelids
and chordates in the new phylogeny seems to show segmentation
now appearing independently in three out of a total of some 23
phyla (the number of bilaterian phyla is still debated). However a
slightly different picture emerges if we focus on metamerism
rather than segmentation (Fig. 1B). A number of non segmented
phyla show reiterated structures along the main body axis which
could either represent the ancestral condition (metameric rather
than fully segmented), or serve as remnant markers of ancestral
segmentation, in either extant (crown) or extinct (stem) members
of the phyla. Cases in point are Molluscs, Nemerteans and
Platyhelminthes.
With regard to Molluscs, the classes Monoplacophora and
Polyplacophora (chitons) are among the most ancient members
of the phylum and show clear signs of metameric organisation.
The earliest moluscan fossils are Monoplacophoran, which could
represent the stem group for this phylum and which show serially
repeated muscle attachments (Runnegar and Pojeta, 1974).
Neopilina, an extant monoplacophoran, indeed displays the corresponding metameric muscles, and in addition, metameric excretory and circulatory organs (although these ones are not in
register with muscles) (Lemche, 1957, Borradaile et al., 1963,
Jacobs et al., 2000). Polyplacophoran chitons show even more
dramatic metamerism as their shell is divided into independently
articulated ‘segments’ attached to the muscle metameres. Most
interestingly, chitons show reiterated expression of the pansegmental maker engrailed (Patel et al., 1989) at the shell and
muscle ‘metamere’ borders (Jacobs et al., 2000), similarly to
Ecdysozoans (Fig. 2B).
Nemerteans, or ribbon worms, have serially repeated and
coordinated structures in their bodies, such as gonads alternating
with gut diverticula, circular muscles and transverse connective
nerves (Brusca and Brusca, 2003). Interestingly, the gut diverticula are formed by constrictions of mesenchyma growing from
the sides of the animal. These structures form full septa across the
body similar to those of annelids in the new nemertean genera
Annulonemertes (Berg, 1985) such as in effect, this nemertean is
truly segmented. Even though in the new phylogenetic tree
Nemerteans are no longer closely related to Platyhelminthes
(flatworms), the serial structures mentioned above are also found
in Platyhelminthes, albeit with a more variable and loose
organisation. Without wanting to enter into a discussion of the
phylogenetic position and affinities of flatworms (a perennial
source of debate; see (Conway-Morris et al., 1985) their classic
‘primitive’ status has again been challenged (Ruiz-Trillo et al.,
1999), and this should affect whether we consider their body plan
as primitive, or simplified. Members of this phylum (Class Cestoda, tapeworms) have also achieved (or retained?) a segmented
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organisation, absent in non-parasitic species, traditionally considered less derived. This segmentation is however functionally
very different to that of annelids or chordates, as it leads to
excision of zooids (proglottids), and thus more akin to the strobilation of some medusae (Borradaile et al., 1963, Brusca and
Brusca, 2003).
Thus, when studying the phylogenetic distribution of ‘metameric’
phyla (that is phyla containing either a majority or a significant
proportion of species with metameric organisation), as opposed
to segmented, the number of such phyla increase from 3 out of 24,
to possibly 10 out of 23 (Fig. 1B). This distribution still does not
produce an immediate impression of relatedness or single origin
for metamerism, but shows a more pervasive presence of serially
repeated body plans. An even more suggestive picture is obtained when, instead of focusing on the morphology of crown
extant members of the phyla, we concentrate on the morphology
of the stem members, in particular, at the origin of bilaterian phyla
in the Cambrian. Plotting the presence in the fossil record of the
oldest stem members of existing phyla (Valentine et al., 1999),
and whether their organization is metameric or not, reveals that 8
out of 11 phyla with Cambrian fossil record were metameric (Fig.
1B). This analysis is not meant to indicate that the other 12
modern phyla without such ancient fossil record did arise after the
Cambrian, or from Cambrian phyla. DNA sequence and cladistic
analyses prove otherwise (Fig. 1B) (Donoghue and Benton 2007),
and so their absent fossil record must be a case of sampling bias
or a case of misidentified ancestors. It means simply that we do
not know the morphology or body plan of their stem ancestors,
because only fossils can provide this information. Extant
synapomorphies, or shared derived characters in these phyla,
only indicate that a common ancestor had them, but do not
indicate when these characters evolved. Further, absence of
characters can not be distinguished from their loss. This is
relevant because many non-metameric phyla display simple body
plans that under the classic phylogeny were considered primitive,
supported by subconscious ‘march of progress’ and ‘ontogenetic
recapitulation’ thinking (Gould, 1977, Gould, 1989).

Likelihood for the ancestral evolution of metamerism
Concentrating on what we can learn from the phylogenetic tree
at the Cambrian reveals a prevalence and phylogenetic likelihood
of ancestral metamerism. Thus, the deuterostome clade appears
as ancestrally metameric (with pharyngeal pouches, body septa
and repeated gonads) with one instance of loss of metameric
organisation (Echinoderms). The Ecdysozoa also appear as
ancestrally metameric, with three instances of loss, one in the in
the nematode/nematomorph clade and two in the scalidophora
clade: the stem scalidophoran Markuelia was metameric (Dong et
al., 2004) and the Kinorhyncha remain so, but metamerism has
been lost in Priapulida and Loricifera (Borradaile et al., 1963,
Conway-Morris et al., 1985, Brusca and Brusca, 2003). In the
Lophotrochozoa the picture is more complex. The Annelida and
Sipuncula lineage is metameric, and the molluscs also were
ancestrally metameric as discussed above. The BrachiopodaPhoronida clade appears as non-metameric, whereas the Nemerteans show vestigial or incipient metameric organisation. Thus,
an assemblage of these lineages (which one might call Polymera
or Metameria, following (Valentine, 1973) might show a putative

ancestral metamerism, lost twice in the later Mollusca and
Brachiopoda-Phoronida clades. The sister superclade of Platyhelminthes and Gastrotricha would appear as a possible metameric
loss. Finally, Entoprocta, Rotifera-Gnathostomulida and Bryozoa,
all of uncertain phylogenetic affinities but possibly within the
Lophotrochozoa, are all non-metameric.
With this picture, and under the hypothesis of an ancestral,
single origin of metamerism in the last common bilaterian ancestor, metamerism would have evolved once, and been lost up to10
times (Echinoderms, Priapulida, Loricifera, Nematoda, Mollusca,
Brachiopoda-Phoronida, Gastrotricha, Entoprocta, RotiferaGnathostomulida, and Bryozoans). However, applying the traditional hypothesis of convergently evolved segmentation and
metamerism to the new phylogeny forces us to accept that
metamerism should have evolved independently at least 6 times
(Deuterostomes, pan-Arthropods, Annelids, Molluscs,
Scalidophorans and Nemerteans) and secondarily lost 5 times
(Echinoderms, Priapulids, Loriciferans, Nematods, and Molluscs).
Neither picture is totally satisfactory. The hypothesis of convergent evolution of metamerism would have to explain convergent
evolution and convergent loss, whereas the hypothesis of ancestral homologous metamerism would have to account for apparently widespread losses.
It is interesting that several clades that currently appear as
non-metameric in Fig. 1B have undergone dramatic specializations in other areas of their body plans, or in their functionality and
life strategy, away from the typical bilaterian model. Likely selective pressures and response strategies that might have conceivably led to the evolution of bilateral organisms are purposeful
anterior-posterior movement over the substrate (explaining the
evolution of a dorsal-ventral axis of symmetry and the appearance
of fossil tracks ca. 555 Mya), leading to a sensory focus (explaining cephalisation, or concentration of sensory organs at the head
or anterior end of the animal) and to neuralisation (growth and
condensation of the nervous system near the sensory focus,
forming a CNS and a brain), all of which allowed, benefited or
followed the appearance of predation (Collins and Valentine,

A

B

Fig. 2. Examples of metameric body organization. (A) The Ediacaran
fossil Spriggina, a putative annelid or arthropod ancestor (from http://
www.toyen.uio.no). (B) Expression of the engrailed gene in a developing
chiton at shell ‘segment’ boundaries (S) (modified from Jacobs et al.,
2000).
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2001, Jacobs et al., 2005, Peterson et al., 2005, Butterfield,
2007). In contrast, the less motile Echinoderms have switched to
radial body symmetry; Priapulida, Mollusca, and BrachiopodaPhoronida, have sessile, sedentary or slow-moving lifestyles;
Entoprocta and Bryozoans are sessile and colonial. Thus, there
seems to be a correlation between metamerism and mobility and
it is logical to argue that a) ancestral motile bilaterians were
metameric, and b) metamerism has been lost often and independently whenever a phylum became more sedentary. A second
evolutionary specialization conductive to loss of metamerism
could have been parasitism, as seen in Nematods and Platyhelminthes. In any case and as mentioned before, some of these
non-metameric clades do not have Cambrian fossil records, so
we do not know when their non-metameric body plans actually
evolved.
In summary, when considering the big phylogenetic picture,
the hypothesis of ancestral metamerism appears at least as
parsimonious as the idea of its repeated and convergent evolution. In my view we can resolve this stand-off by studying the
genetic-molecular implications of gain versus loss of metamerism, and I will address this topic in the sections on "Notch signaling
is a conserved metameric mechanism" and "Why Notch? A
gradual model for the evolution of Notch-mediated metamerism"
of this review. However, first I will discuss the further implications
of a putative metameric ancestor for bilaterian animals, particularly with relevance to the Cambrian explosion.

Metamerism as a trigger for the Cambrian explosion
The fossil record registers the often-mentioned ‘Cambrian
explosion’ which refers to the sudden appearance of complex
body forms in the Cambrian without clear fossil antecedents
(Gould, 1989, Butterfield, 1994, Collins and Valentine, 2001,
Jacobs et al., 2005, Peterson et al., 2005, Butterfield, 2007) (Fig.
1B). A sudden appearance of body forms has been traditionally
regarded with suspicion and attributed to gaps in the fossil record.
Pre-Cambrian Ediacaran fossils contain mostly strange body
plans apparently unrelated to extant animals, but also a few that
could be recognised as metazoan ancestors. The Ediacaran
faunas were, and still are, considered to be mostly composed of
dead-end bizarre offshoots of the metazoan lineage, or nonmetazoan (colonial) organisms, despite the occasional presence
of putative bilaterian forms (Fig. 2A) (Valentine, 2002, Seilacher
et al., 2005, Butterfield, 2007, Droser and Gehling, 2008).
An endless debate has raged about the reality of this Cambrian
explosion. ‘Molecular clock’ studies of DNA sequences have
been used to date the split between the main metazoan branches.
A split much earlier than the Cambrian boundary would deny the
existence of an acceleration, or explosion, in the rate of evolution
of body plans, whereas a split close to the Cambrian would
confirm the fossil record (Peterson et al., 2005). The results of
using new, calibrated ‘molecular clock’ methods (Bromham, 2003,
Peterson and Butterfield, 2005, Donoghue and Benton, 2007) join
the growing consensus about the reality of this explosion, but the
explanations for it remain conjectural and problematic. A sensible
hypothesis must incorporate factors both endogenous (suddenly
flexible or more sophisticated developmental gene networks) and
external (rising O2 levels in the environment, new ecological
niches available) (Peterson et al., 2005, Bambach et al., 2007,

Butterfield, 2007). Exciting new fossil discoveries in the last
decade now present a more continuous paleontological record
across the Cambrian boundary, showing initially rare and simple,
but increasingly complex and abundant, metazoan presence from
around 580 Mya, coincident with an unequivocal change in faunas
and ecology (Peterson and Butterfield, 2005, Seilacher et al.,
2005, Bambach et al., 2007, Butterfield, 2007). In particular, the
period from 630 Mya to 530 Mya shows a change from a
Neoproterozoic ecology dominated by unicellular, mostly prokaryote, organisms thriving in an uniform and O2-poor environment, to
an ecology dominated by metazoan eukaryotes in an O2-rich
atmosphere, with region-specific faunas and environments. This
period is likely to have followed a severe and global glacial
episode (Snowball Earth) as late as 600-570 Mya and shows first,
the appearance of Ediacaran organisms with fractal body
organisation, and then, starting at about 555 My, possible bilaterian
ancestors and trace fossils. These traces in the sediment become
deeper and larger, and more interactive (Seilacher et al., 2005),
and then hard skeletons and true bilaterian fossils of many crown
phyla appear in quick succession in the period 543 to 520 Mya
(early Cambrian) (Fig. 1B), accompanied by their dramatic increase in diversity and size.
A further fact that supports a Cambrian explosion and the rapid
evolution of a complex, metameric common ancestor is the fast
split between Deuterostomia, Lophotrochozoa and Ecdysozoa. It
appears that the synapomorphies of each of these three
superclades evolved quickly, including features such as inversion
of the dorsal-ventral axis, evolution of the deuterostome mouth,
superclade-specific larval forms and skeletons, ecdysis, etc.
Therefore, it would seem perfectly possible that characters shared
by these three taxa (three germ layers, bilateral symmetry, though
gut, cephalisation, AP axis containing several regions controlled
by a Hox cluster, (Baguña and Riutort, 2004); plus as postulated
here, metamerism) evolved similarly fast. The early Cambrian
Burgess Shale and Chiengjiang fossil faunas show that the full
panoply of pan-Arthropoda adaptations had evolved and was
been exploited to the full, creating a morphological diversity
similar to that amongst current arthropods but in the shorter period
of about 50 Mya (Gould, 1989, Briggs et al., 1992).
Increase in body size and complexity to the macroscopic
brings well-known physiological problems that require the existence of circulatory, sensory, excretory and respiratory systems
covering the body. There are three ways to deploy these: by 1)
even spacing, 2) fractal branching patterns (Mitchison, 1980;
Metzger et al., 2008), and 3) orderly repetition. Even spacing is
achieved in development by random lateral inhibition
(Wigglesworth, 1940; Heitzler and Simpson, 1991), which is fine
for covering an epithelium with sensory organs or glands, but is
not appropriate for systems requiring directional connectivity,
such as veins or nerves. Such directional connectivity is achieved
by fractal branching patterns, but this mechanism is not conductive to creating singularities, and seems to have been exploited
extensively by Ediacaran organisms which could achieve a very
large size (up to 1-2 meters) but without signs of regional specialization. Lastly, orderly repetition is achieved in animals through
metamerism, which appears to be the easiest way to achieve
expansion of the body along a defined axis. In addition, metamerism is the best way to achieve regional differences along such
axis, once coupled to a device for serial specialization. This
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device existed at the dawn of the Cambrian. It was the Hox
cluster.

A

Ancestral Hox clusters and complex genomes
The ancestral status of Hox-mediated AP body patterning
is widely accepted, and has surprisingly been found in basal
bilaterians (Cook et al., 2004) and even in diblastic animals
(Technau et al., 2005, Chourrout et al., 2006, Ryan et al.,
2007). The comparison of Hox clusters across bilaterians
suggests an ancestral cluster with 3-4 genes (Ferrier and
Minguillon, 2003, Garcia-Fernandez, 2005, Putnam et al.,
2007). The implication is that regionalisation of the body was
established by the time of the split between Deuterostomes,
Lophotrochozoans and Ecdysozoans. Further, it is likely that
the ancestral protoHox cluster was composed of at least three
genes because acoels have 3 Hox genes clustered (Ferrier
and Minguillon, 2003, Cook et al., 2004, Garcia-Fernandez,
2005). Since basal Hox genes already show regional patterns
of expression in cnidarians (Technau et al., 2005, Chourrout
et al., 2006, Ryan et al., 2007), it follows that the bilaterian
ancestor body was probably already differentiated into three
or four regions along the AP axis.
Such regionalisation implies either the previous existence
of patterning boundaries, or else regionalisation itself creates
such pattern discontinuities between the regions defined.
Either situation could act as a prepattern for the establishment
of metameric boundaries. Interestingly, the full advantages of
a metameric organisation are achieved when serial differences (different features in different metameres) are introduced by Hox genes, and reciprocally, the full advantages of
Hox-based regional specification are achieved when the
regions specified are coupled, or become, metameres (French,
1983, Akam, 1995). This would explain the persistence of
segmentation and Hox regionalization in chordates and
arthropods, as independently controlled, yet developmentally
coordinated, processes (Akam, 1987, Akam, 1995, Zakany et
al., 2001). The key point is that, in the absence of metamerism, Hox genes cannot instruct a serial body plan organisation,
and must remain as simple cell-type switches, the roles found
in current cnidarians and in other bilaterian genes (such as
Lox or cut) possessing the Hox domain but not being members of the Hox or ParaHox clusters (Arendt, 2005). Since the
Hox cluster appeared earlier than the Cambrian it may have
been a prerequisite for the Cambrian explosion, but not a
trigger. A trigger might have been either the evolution of
metamerism, or the coupling between metamerism and Hox
regionalisation. How likely is that metamerism was present in
the ancestral bilaterians?
Further information about the genomic toolkit available to
the bilaterian ancestor has come to light. The genome of
diblastic animals is been sequenced, and in some cases
information on profiles of gene expression is available. In both
case the surprising finding is that the diblastic ancestor was
very complex genetically; as complex as current triblastic
animals (Lee et al., 2006, Putnam et al., 2007). Around 1,600
metazoan-specific new gene families had accumulated during the Neoproterozoic (1000 to 600 Mya), whereas only a
maximum of 600 bilaterian-specific genes appeared during

B

C

Fig. 3. Notch signalling generates patterning waves and metameric
borders. (A) Cyclic HES-1 gene expression in a vertebrate chick embryo at
three consecutive stages (I, II and III) covering a full cycle and the generation
of a new somite. A wave of HES-1 expression travels from the posterior
presomitic mesoderm (bottom) towards the segmented part (top) (from Jiang
et al., 2000) and gives raise to the somites (S-1 to SII). (B) Cyclic hairy gene
expression in a roach insect embryo covering the generation of a new
segment (from (Pueyo et al., 2008). A wave similar to that of vertebrates
(compare with A) travels from the unsegmented, posterior part of the embryo
(bottom) and generates segments (A3 to A6) further up. (C)The Notch
pathway (Bray, 2006) acts as a clock and wave generator through its negative
feedback activity. A cell-to-cell signal is conveyed by the Notch ligand Delta (1),
and transduced by a signalling mechanism involving cleavage (2,3) and
translocation of Notch to the nucleus (4), where it forms a complex with the
Su(H)/CSL protein and activates expression of the Delta and HES/hairy genes
(5). From here a feedback-loop acts as HES proteins repress both Delta and
their own transcription (6). The result of these genetic interactions is a
‘runaway’ wave (running in this diagram from left to right) whereby a) Delta
signalling cells activate HES and hence Delta expression in neighbouring cells;
b) HES and Delta switch off in the original sending cells; c) the receiving cells
now become the new sending ones, such as the ‘wave’ of HES activity has
moved one row of cells. In the case of vertebrates, the regulatory activity of
the Fringe protein, also regulated by Notch and HES, ensures that the wave
does not travel backwards.
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the Ediacaran/Cambrian transition period (Putnam et al., 2007).
The genetic resources making possible bilateral bodies (JimenezGuri et al., 2007) and complex triblastic body patterns were
available at the dawn of the Cambrian.
Ignoring preconception, and a good deal of detailed morphological differences between extant bilaterian animals (since as we
have seen these accumulated rapidly since the split of the three
main lineages), it seems plausible that an ancestral bilaterian
could have been complex. It is important to reiterate that this
hypothetical ancestor was not the earliest identifiable bilaterian (a
position possibly occupied by the stem group of current Acoela
flatworms (Ruiz-Trillo et al., 1999)), but the last common ancestor
of Deuterostomes, Ecdysozoans, and Lophotrochozoans (what
has been called either the Urbilateria (De Robertis, 1997), the
Protostome-Deuterostome ancestor (Erwin and Davidson, 2002),
or the last common Eubilateria (Baguña and Riutort, 2004)). It did
not spring directly from an ancestral diblastic cnidarian, but arose
from that first bilaterian following at least 30 Mya of rapid evolution
under the special conditions at the Ediacaran/Cambrian boundary.
What genetic mechanism could have allowed the evolution of
a complex, metameric, bilaterian ancestor? Returning to the
section of this review entitled "Likelihood for the ancestral evolution of metamerism" , do the same genetic mechanisms underlie
metamerism in extant phyla –suggesting conservation? If so, how
easy would be to convergently evolve such shared genetic
characters, as opposed to losing them?

Notch signalling is a conserved metameric mechanism
The causal genetics of segmentation in chordates and
arthropods have been partially unravelled. The segmentation of
chordates is driven by a clock and wavefront mechanism mediated by HES/hairy gene expression and coordinated by the Notch
cell signalling pathway (Fig. 3) (Jiang et al., 2000, Pourquie,
2003). Briefly a cell-to-cell signal is conveyed by a Notch ligand
such as the Delta protein, and transduced by a signalling mechanism feeding on the Su(H)/CSL protein and thence on target
genes of the hairy/HES family of transcription factors (Bray,
2006). The expression of these genes cycles in a coordinated and
rhythmic manner in the unsegmented posterior end of the embryo, and stripes of HES expression periodically leave this region
and travel as a wave through the more anterior unsegmented
mesoderm, until they reach the last formed segment, or somite
(Fig. 3A). It then stops and leads to the establishment of a new
somite border. This behaviour relies on the self-regulatory nature
of the Notch pathway and its HES targets (Fig. 3C).
Segmentation in arthropods has been regarded as mediated
by a different mechanism. Studies in Drosophila have shown how
a segmentation cascade subdivides the embryo using basic
polarity information present in the unfertilised egg. All segments
form simultaneously, determined by different and specific combinations of transcription factors, without any role for Notch-mediated cell communication (Akam, 1987, Ingham, 1988, Carroll,
1990, Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004). This model, with variations in
the particular roles played by particular genes, has been upheld
in other insects (Tautz, 2004, Choe et al., 2006). However, in the
spider Cupiennius salei, Notch signalling controls segmentation
via hairy expression (Stollewerk et al., 2003, Schoppmeier and

Damen, 2005). In the absence of another data point, it was not
possible to decide what was the ancestral condition for arthropods.
However, we have recently shown that Notch signalling via hairy
controls segmentation in the basal insect Periplaneta americana,
thus showing this to be the ancestral condition for arthropods
(Pueyo et al., 2008) (Fig. 3B), a conclusion also supported by
cyclic patterns of expression found in Myriapods (Chipman and
Akam, 2008). Interestingly, similar dynamic expression of Notch
pathway members has been reported in the growth zone of
annelids, although no functional information is yet available
(Rivera et al., 2005, Thamm and Seaver, 2008).
This findings immediately beg the question of the possible
homology between chordate and arthropod segmentation. Several caveats to a possible homology must be considered. First, the
primary segmented germ layer in chordates is mesoderm, but in
arthropods is ectoderm. This caveat is easily overcome by thinking that ancestral segmentation might have occurred in both germ
layers, and that the dominance of one germ-layer evolved independently in each lineage as a logical mechanism to ensure full
register between both sets of segments, ectodermal and mesodermal. A second, and more serious caveat points out the very
different architecture and development of chordate and arthropod
embryos. It would seem implausible that segmentation would
have been evolved in an ancestor and conserved in the face of
many changes in subsequent evolution, or that segmentation
would have evolved prior to say, dorsal-ventral (DV) organisation
or CNS condensation. Recent genetic results can help to overcome this caveat which is again based on old phylogenetic
assumptions based on extant morphologies. The bilaterian DV
organisation may be homologous and ancestral after all (Lowe et
al., 2006), with arthropods and chordates having simply inverted
their orientation towards the substrate; CNS condensation seems
to have indeed evolved independently and after the split between
chordates and protostomes (Lowe et al., 2003), even though
neuronal types may be conserved (Arendt, 2005). Thus these
features were present in the hypothetical ancestor and are conserved despite drastic and highly divergent changes to embryonic
architecture. Furthermore, retaking the main premise of this
review, if we focus on metamerism instead of segmentation, this
caveat becomes a non-issue. If the ancestral condition was a
basic metameric organisation amenable to Hox control and subsequent elaboration (or loss), then segmentation could have
arisen afterwards independently in arthropods, annelids and
vertebrates as a logical culmination of metameric and Hox-based
evolution, and in different manners reflected in divergent embryonic body plans. The ancestral bilaterian synapomorphism could
be a simple metameric organisation similar to that displayed by
current metameric molluscs or by Kinorhynchs, and could correlate with an ancestral mode of development based on terminal
addition (Hughes, 2003, Jacobs et al., 2005).
Even accepting that Notch signalling can provide the genetic
basis for an homology of bilaterian metamerism, the alternative
hypotheses of independent convergent evolution has to be considered. This hypothesis argues that Notch signalling is a notoriously pleiotropic signalling pathway, that one of its main functions
is to create patterning borders, and that therefore it might have
been independently recruited for creating segments in several
lineages. In addition, the dynamic of genetic network generation
may create a bias towards the convergent evolution of certain
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networks (Erwin and Davidson, 2002), in a short of ‘tunnelling’
selection. However, the argument that Notch is the main boundary-making pathway is circular since one of the main types of
boundaries it creates is segments. Once these are excluded, only
two other types of Notch-mediated boundaries are left, one

A

Random cell selection

B

Alignment in rows

C
Lines or boundaries

D
Patterning waves

Fig. 4. Putative evolution of Notch signalling. Black circles, Notchligand expressing cells; grey and red circles, responding cells; short blue
arrows, cell communication between a single Notch-ligand expressing
cells and its neighbours. (A) Segregation of sensory elements (black) or
other isolated pattern elements from clusters of competent cells (grey)
at random by a mechanism of lateral inhibition. Single cells achieve a
neural fate (black) and use Notch signalling to repress neural fate in their
neighbours (grey). Examples are sensory bristles in Drosophila and other
flies (Heitzler and Simpson, 1991, Campuzano and Modolell, 1992,
Pistillo et al., 2002) and inner ear sensory cells in vertebrates (Adam et al.,
1998). (B) Alignment of such competent clusters (grey) and selected
elements (black) in rows, as in the bristles at the anterior wing margin of
Drosophila (Couso et al., 1994) or, hypothetically, goblet cells in chitons
(Jacobs et al., 2000). (C) Patterning of lines or boundaries, as in the fly
veins (de Celis et al., 1997). The veins carry some neural and sensory cells
but the cells in between these are not excluded, thus whole lines of cells
are selected (black). In turn, these cells can convey further signals to
some neighbours (red), as in the dorsal-ventral wing boundary of Drosophila (Couso et al., 1995, Kim et al., 1995) and vertebrate limbs (RodríguezEsteban et al., 1997). (D) Patterning waves, as in the segmentation clock.
Once cells in patterning boundaries gain the ability to signal to adjacent
cells, they recruit more cells and fates (red) to the boundary. If one of the
signals passed on is Notch pathway cyclic activation (as in Fig. 3), then a
runaway patterning wave is created (black and grey). This can generate
a series of metameric boundaries along the main body axis (Jiang et al.,
2000, Pueyo et al., 2008). Diagrams modified from (Jacobs et al., 2000)
showing stages in chiton development, from trochophora larvae to adult.

common to arthropods and vertebrates (the limb DV boundary)
(Irvine and Wieschaus, 1994, Couso et al., 1995, RodríguezEsteban et al., 1997) and another specific to arthropods (leg
joints) (de Celis et al., 1998, Bishop et al., 1999, Rauskolb and
Irvine, 1999). Further boundaries in both lineages are created by
other genetic mechanisms, such as hedgehog signalling at the
limb AP boundary (Riddle et al., 1993, Ingham and Fietz, 1995);
wg/Wnt signalling at the arthropod parasegment (Martinez-Arias,
1993); FGF signalling in vertebrate branchial arches (Trainor et
al., 2002); and otx/Otd-emx/ems patterning in cephalic segments
in arthropods and vertebrates (Reichert and Simeone 2001).
There are also examples of clock and wavefront mechanisms,
such as the morphogenetic furrow of compound insects eyes and
the vertebrate limb, driven by other types of signalling (EGFR and
FGF respectively) (Tomlinson, 1988, Simon et al. 1991,Cohn and
Tickle, 1996, Wolpert, 2002). A recount of aforementioned developmental borders in insects shows that although Notch is often
involved in borders, is not overwhelmingly so (3 out of 7 cases
mentioned above). Using this number as a rough probability for
Notch to be co-opted to generate any newly-evolved border,
shows that the probability of Notch having been independently
recruited for chordate and arthropod segmentation is about one in
five (3/7 x 3/7 = 9/49). This probability is even lower if we consider
the probability for other genes, non-core members of the Notch
pathway, to have been recruited as well, such as HES/hairy itself.
In different developmental contexts, Notch uses different transcription factors as targets, and so each of the Notch-mediated
border-making processes mentioned above involves a different
target (HES/hairy, vestigial and E(spl) respectively). The same
holds for vertebrates as HES is the target in somites, but not in
limbs.
This brings us back to the last, and allegedly main, caveat
against a putative common ancestry of metamerism: is this the
most parsimonious explanation for the phylogenetic pattern of
metameric and non-metameric phyla? In answering this question
again from a genetic point of view, I argue that the probability of
loss of Notch segmentation is necessarily higher than the probability of gaining it; is a simple question of entropy. All that is
needed to lose Notch segmentation is to lose the function or
expression of one member of the pathway, or one of its targets,
in the segmented tissue. This principle of evolutionary developmental loss and recovery due to single gene function loss holds
for amphibian metamorphosis (Gould, 1977), snake legs (Cohn
and Tickle, 1999) and insect pigmentation (Jeong et al., 2006,
Jeong et al., 2008) and it can be achieved by a single nucleotide
change or by whole gene loss, a mechanism that seems much
more prevalent in evolution than previously envisaged (Putnam et
al., 2007) (Ferrier and Minguillon, 2003). Further, this probability
increases with every gene and protein involved in a particular
developmental pathway, and it would seem that the ancestral
bilaterian Notch pathway was already composed of at least 7
proteins and hairy itself (Käsbauer et al., 2007, Putnam et al.,
2007). In contrast, to co-opt the Notch pathway for segmentation
at least two advantageous mutations in enhancer regulatory
regions need to co-evolve, one in a Notch ligand (to make it
expressed in the unsegmented tissue and/or responsive to HES/
hairy protein) and another in HES/hairy itself (to make it expressed in the unsegmented tissue and responsive to Su(H)/
CSL). Since in principle the probability of deleterious mutation is
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much higher than that of adaptive mutation (reviewed by (EyreWalker and Keightley, 2007)), it is far more likely to obtain a
deleterious mutation anywhere in a target of 7 genes than to
obtain two simultaneous adaptive mutations in a target of three
genes (two Notch ligands and HES). Thus, it is more likely for a
given clade to lose function of Notch in the segments, than to gain
it, and therefore, is appears more likely that 10 clades lost it, than
6 gained it and 5 lost it. Note that, although this reasoning uses the
Notch pathway as an example, it could be used to test other
genetic pathways to determine if the structures they generate in
different clades are homologous.

Why Notch? A gradual model for the evolution of
Notch-mediated metamerism
How could Notch signalling have acquired the ability to promote metameric organisation in bilaterians? engrailed gene expression in chitons is found associated with specialised secretory
cells (Jacobs et al., 2000), and this, together with knowledge of
the varied functions of Notch in insect and vertebrate development, provides the basis for a possible evolution of Notch roles
(Fig. 4). The most ancestral process controlled by Notch is likely
to be the lateral inhibition during the selection of neural cells
(Heitzler and Simpson, 1991, Campuzano and Modolell, 1992,
Chitnis et al., 1995, Lewis, 1998), because a) this function of
Notch is essentially similar in vertebrates and insects, and b)
because neural cell development in cnidarians predates the
appearance of metamerism. Lateral inhibition can occur in isolated small clusters of cells, thus leading to the selection of a
single proneural cell (Fig. 4A) (Cubas et al., 1991, Skeath and
Carroll, 1991, Adam et al., 1998, Wulbeck and Simpson, 2000), or
in larger groups leading to selection of more cells (Hartenstein
and Posakony, 1989, Couso et al., 1994). Frequently these
clusters are disposed in elongated stripes, following in some way
a prepatterning clue (the situation in insect veins (de Celis et al.,
1997)) (Fig. 4B). From here is a small jump to a boundary-making
activity where Notch additionally selects a population of boundary
cells (the situation in insects DV wing boundaries (Couso et al.,
1994,1995, Kim et al., 1995), leg joints (de Celis et al., 1998,
Bishop et al., 1999, Rauskolb and Irvine, 1999) and vertebrate
rhombomeres (Lewis, 1998) (Fig. 4C) or even forfeits altogether
its ancestral neural role to be dedicated to this new, boundarymaking activity (as in vertebrate somites (Jiang et al., 2000) and
arthropod segments (Stollewerk et al., 2003, Pueyo et al., 2008)).
Once metameric patterning borders have been established, other
pattern elements and structures can become associated with it,
such as serial muscles and their attachments (Fig. 4D). The
appearance of a morphological groove at these boundaries would
also be a secondary consequence of Notch involvement, because
proneural cells (Hartenstein and Posakony, 1989) and other
Notch-selected cells (Hao et al., 2003) often delaminate or invaginate from the external ectoderm.
During the evolution of these Notch functions, the effects of
Notch signalling vary, from a repressive signal as involved in
lateral inhibition, to the positive patterning signal seen in boundary-making activities. This change seems based on a simple
switch in the main target gene whose transcription is activated by
Notch. During Drosophila lateral inhibition the target is E(spl)
(Kramatschek and Campos-Ortega, 1994) and this activity and

genetic target is widely conserved, including animals without
metameric organisation. The E(spl) genes are mostly transcriptional repressors of the HES family, whose main function during
neurogenesis is to repress proneural gene expression
(Kramatschek and Campos-Ortega, 1994). During segmentation,
the target of Notch is instead hairy/HES-1, a gene related to
E(spl). The hairy/HES protein also represses other repressor
genes (Jaynes and Fujioka, 2004), hence this ‘repression of a
repressor’ results in a positive patterning signal. Thus, a gene
duplication event in the E(spl) family, giving rise to the protoHES1/hairy gene, followed by divergence in the encoded protein
so that it recognises further DNA target sequences, is the main
change needed for the evolution of Notch-mediated positive
patterning. An accurate phylogeny of HES/hairy/E(spl) gene
sequences should show whether this event happened once in
animal ancestry, and when. Following the reasoning before, the
subsequent deployment of hairy gene expression in developing
metameres, and its coordination with an internal cellular oscillator
as seen in chordates and arthropods, are more complex events,
and thus even more unlikely to have evolved independently
several times.

Conclusions
1) Metamerism was both present and prevalent during the Cambrian explosion.
2) Metamerism, in connection with Hox-mediated patterning,
could have been a trigger for the Cambrian explosion in body
plan diversity.
3) Metamerism is difficult to evolve, but easy to lose, and easy to
modify into segmentation.
4) Notch signalling could underpin an ancestral metameric
organisation in bilaterians.
This last conclusion can provide a molecular test of these
hypotheses by checking a) whether Notch signalling underlies
metamerism in segmented Lophotrochozoans and in non-segmented metameric clades; b) whether Notch signalling is still
active in the germ band of non-overtly metameric species, and c)
whether evolution of the hairy gene correlates with the evolution
of metameric body plans.
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